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The eco-track Intelligent Points Heating Transformer is a
temperature control system that could save the railway
industry up to 50% on the energy currently being used on
switch heating systems. 

Using smart heating technology, the IPHT can accurately
monitor and heat switch points individually, ensuring that
the switches operate exceptionally, in normal to severe
weather conditions. 

The trackside points heating isolating transformer has its
own control system within the transformer housing. There
is no requirement for a separate control cubicle and only
requires a power supply from a Distribution Network
Operator source.

Energy saving of up to 50% over standard
PH installation

Extremely accurate temperature
control at each point end, within +/-

0.5c

Small and efficient outlet box: can be
retrofitted to existing Points Heating

sites
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What is it?

Key features & benefits:

Longer life span for heating elements
due to less stress on the electric

elements

No additional cables or electrics
needed; has 1 simple connection

from transformer to IPHT smart box

Smart heating control of each
individual points end
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The IPHT has been designed to either be retro-fitted to existing Points Heating Sites or for new installations to
reduce the Installation costs (on new sites) as well as the power required to operate a points heating site. 

With the IPHT there is no need for a new control cubicle as all the controls and communications are taken care of
by the IPHT. This will obviously offer significant budget savings in both Installation and power rates which, are
usually charged to individual zones. 

Nothing on the main system will be affected or will need to be modified; all that is necessary is to attach the smart
box to the transformer and connect one of the main cables from the transformer to the smart box.

How does it work?

Manufactured in accordance with Network Rail specification NR-L2-ELP-40045.
RTU with wireless communication (Quad Band GSM)
K32 PID Controller
5amp Solid State Relay
Incorporate either 5 or 10kVA, 230 to 110V, isolating transformers to BS EN 61558.
Provide track immune through the incorporation dual 110V earth free secondary windings.
Have an inrush current level that is less 5 times the full load current of the transformer.
Incorporate a double pole primary isolator, padlockable in the OFF position, the operating handle is
protected by a robust padlockable hinged cover.

Technical Bit

After you have bought it

Service & Calibration
Yeltech would recommend that the IPHT is sent back for a health
check each year.

Technical Assistance
Yeltech are available to provide assistance for the IPHT be it
problem solving or operational training. Yeltech are also available to
visit your depot and carry out training for your employees.

Eco-friendy: reduces energy use by up to 50%
Intelligent system that maintains Rail
Temperature within 0.5°C of the set point
incorporates a Proportional Integral Differential

Key Benefits

How to buy it? Call us and order over the phone or email a Purchase order to sales@yeltech.com
 

(PID) system to control (by percentage of time)
the heat being delivered to the rail
The processor monitors for sensors out of range,
strip heater failure and on every start-up, it performs 

       a self-diagnostic test


